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Ionic breeze gp silent air purifier

Max holds a B.S. in mass communications from SIU, an M.A. in communications from U of I, and is pursuing an MBA from Webster University.It's important to clean the Ionic Pro air purifier on a regular basis to remove dust, grime, dirt, and other debris that has built up on the collection blades inside. If you don't remove buildup from the
collection blades, the air pulled through the air purifier won't be cleaned, causing the same dirty air to be spit out the other end. The air purifier should be given a deep cleaning at least once per month to ensure a high level of effectiveness.Remove the cover from the top of the Ionic Pro air purifier.Unplug the power cable extending from
the Ionic Pro from the AC outlet it's connected to. Lift and remove the cover on top. The cover should be fit snugly into place, which may make it difficult to remove. As a result, you need to get a good grip on it and wiggle it around to loosen it up. The cover is attached via a ribbon, so after removing the cover, let it hang behind the back
side of the device. Grab the black handle for the piece holding the collection blades. Carefully lift the piece holding the blades straight out until you pull the bottom of the piece holding the blades out of the Ionic Pro. Touch the base of the piece holding the collection blades to a large metal object to discharge any electricity from the blades
to prevent electrocuting yourself or anyone else, or damage any electronic devices the blades would come into contact with while carrying an electrical charge. Clean the blades off using either a dry or slightly damp cloth or towel. Using a lightly damp towel gives you a deeper clean but you'll need to wait 24 hours for it to dry before you
can place the collection blades back in the air purifier and turn it back on so the device isn't damaged as a result of an electrical damage as a result of moisture being on the blades. If you use a dry towel or cloth to clean the blades you can put them back in the device immediately after cleaning. Take care to clean both sides of each blade.
Grab the lip of the wire cleaning mechanism cover located just outside of the back right corner of the cover for the collection blades. Pull the wire cleaning mechanism cover up until you feel some resistance, which should be at about 1 ft., and then push it back down into its original position. Repeat this step three more times. Re-insert the
collection blades after the required drying time has passed, if there was any required drying time at all, and ensure the arrow at the top of the piece holding the blades is pointing toward the front of the Ionic Pro air purifier. Push the piece holding the blades down to ensure it's firmly in position. Replace the cover that goes on top of the area
where the collection blades are located and push it firmly into place. Plug the Ionic Pro's power cable back in to an available AC outlet. Press the "Power" button to turn the device back on. How to Clean Ionic Air ProThis article is accurate and true to the best of the author’s knowledge. Content is for informational or entertainment purposes
only and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters.© 2012 Max DaltonCommentsTony on October 06, 2019:I cleaned it and put it back together and now it wont turn back on and clean light is still onR Herber on January 03, 2018:The unit to be cleaned does best if
laying on the floor to remove the insides to clean the tongs. The directions to clean are above in the description. There is a stop that keeps it from coming apart standing vertical for either removing or returning it after clean. It must be laying on it's side for ease to remove the metal tongs. Dusting them works with a dry clean rag, but it
works longer if cleaned by hand with a damp soapy rag while resting on the floor and then rinse the rag until soap and dirt are removed and then get the soap off the tongs with same rinsed rag. They need to sit about 24hrs to dry so electronics do not wreck. It all takes patience.Jim Wei on February 13, 2017:After dry cleaning put back to
service but light won't come on.What's wrong? Please advice.Thanks!Max Dalton (author) from Greater St. Louis, Missouri on February 03, 2016:I'll have to look at mine at home tonight, but I think that means that it's running.Kim Kaas on January 25, 2016:I just cleaned my Iconic Pro and the red light will not go off. Any ideas?Olivia on
April 21, 2014:I can't get it open to clean it and a piece broke off of it while I was trying to open it. Some air purifiers clean the air by passing it through a filter that removes particles. These are sometimes called air cleaners. In households, these filters are usually part of the heating or cooling system. A filter housing is installed between the
air return duct and the furnace. The filter cartridge slides into this housing, so all air flowing into the furnace is filtered. Not only does this remove contaminants from the air, it prevents damage to the furnace due to dust and dirt build-up. Filters can also be placed into the air return vents in each room of a house. Typical materials include
foam, cotton, fiberglass or synthetic fibers. In part, the density of the filter material limits the size of the particles that pass through -- very dense filters have smaller gaps, allowing it to catch very small particles. Pleated filters work best because of the increased surface area for catching particles. However, filters are capable of catching
particles even smaller than the smallest gaps in the filter material. Air filters can be expensive, and you have to replace them to keep them functioning properly (some filters are washable). They also restrict air flow through the system, causing a drop in overall efficiency.HEPA (High Efficiency Particulate Air) filters meet a Department of
Energy standard for removing particles from the air. The filter can consist of any material as long as it meets this standard -- penetration of less than 0.03 percent of particles 0.3 micrometers in size or larger [source]. The filter must also allow a specific amount of air to flow through, which varies by the size of the filter. The ULPA (Ultra-Low
Penetration Air) standard is even stricter. In addition to their familiar household uses cleaning air of allergens and dust particles, advanced HEPA filters are used by the nuclear power industry.Ionizing PurifiersThese air purifiers use a method called corona discharge to create charged molecules called ions. Most atoms in the air have a
neutral charge -- they have the same number of negatively-charged electrons as positively-charged protons. The corona discharge is a small but intense electrical field. Molecules passing through it will pick up an additional electron, giving the molecule a negative charge, or it may have an electron knocked off of it, giving it a positive
charge. Larger particles in the air, such as dust or other contaminants, are more likely to be ionized because they make larger targets for the electrons as they pass through the corona discharge.Once a particle is charged, it will be attracted to anything with the opposite charge. Two metal plates within the purifier are charged (one
negative, one positive) to attract these particles. Also, particles in the air will be drawn to each other if they have opposite charges. As the particles clump together, they get heavier and eventually they settle out of the air.Ozone GeneratorsAn ozone generator works much like an ionizing purifier, but it is designed to alter molecules of
oxygen and turn them into ozone, a molecule made up of three oxygen atoms. Oxygen in the atmosphere exists as dioxygen, a molecule made up of two oxygen atoms. When these molecules are exposed to a corona discharge or UV light, some of the dioxygen molecules split into separate oxygen atoms (free oxygen). While most of this
oxygen recombines into dioxygen, some of the atoms form ozone.Manufacturers of these devices claim that the ozone deodorizes and disinfects the air. Many also claim other health benefits from the presence of ozone. However, there is strong evidence that ozone does not accomplish air purification. Ozone is also known to be a toxic
gas. It is not a very stable molecule -- it reacts readily with other chemicals that may be in the air, forming new compounds that can be more dangerous than the ozone itself. Ozone also oxidizes metals and causes corrosion. The same process that creates ozone also creates nitrogen oxides, leading to further reactions with compounds
present in the air and with ozone itself.AdsorbentsMany purifiers incorporate an adsorbent material to take care of odors, fumes and chemicals in the air. Adsorption (not absorption) is the process of one substance being trapped on the surface of another substance. The most common adsorbent is activated charcoal, which is extremely
porous and has many microscopic "nooks and crannies" to trap passing molecules. Larger particles are simply stuck in the many pores in the charcoal. Electrostatic attraction draws some substances into the pores. Certain substances react chemically with the charcoal and bond to it. The high surface area of the charcoal gives it lots of
bonding places. The process used to make the charcoal can affect which compounds it is better at adsorbing.UV LightUltraviolet radiation renders certain micro-organisms sterile (and harmless). Some air purifiers feature a UV light that bathes the air as it passes through, eliminating the potential harm of airborne bacteria and viruses.‐
Industrial Air PurifiersIndustries often use air purifiers that are far more powerful (and expensive) than consumer models. A company may use them because the manufacturing process requires a contaminant-free environment, or it might pull contaminants out of the air before the factory expels them so it can meet environmental
standards. Some companies use a massive air circulation and filtration system that completely changes over the air in the room 10 times per minute. Other companies use scrubbers, high-density filters, mist collectors and extraction units to decontaminate the air leaving their facilities. These devices can cost tens of thousands of dollars (a
cleanroom facility like Intel's probably costs millions), so they aren't suitable for home use. ionic breeze gp silent air purifier germicidal protection. ionic breeze gp silent air purifier manual. professional series ionic breeze gp silent air purifier. professional series ionic breeze gp germicidal protection silent air purifier
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